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Optimal Control for Bouncing
Suppression of CNG Injectors
This paper describes the model-based design and the experimental validation of a c
system which suppresses the bouncing behavior of Compressed Natural Gas (CNG
injectors. First a detailed model of the system is developed, including temperature
supply-voltage variation effects. Using an optical position sensor, this model is ex
mentally validated in a second step. Based on this model a feed-forward control
developed and tested which minimizes the bouncing energy of the system. Since in
applications position sensing would be too expensive to use, an observer-based ite
control algorithm is derived which uses coil current measurements instead of the po
information to asymptotically suppress bouncing.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1648311#
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1 Introduction
Compressed Natural Gas has several attractive properties w

used as a fuel for automotive applications. Its outstanding carb
to-hydrogen ratio is approximately 1:4 compared to appro
mately 1:2 for regular gasoline or Diesel fuel. The resulting c
bon dioxide emissions thus are substantially lower as w
Moreover, CNG has a relatively high octane number~RON125 or
higher, versusRON90 . . . 95 inregular gasoline! which permits
higher compression ratios and hence better thermodynamic
ciency levels@1#. Pollutant emissions of CNG engines are al
extremely low and thus easily stay within the most severe lim
set by emission legislations@2#. Finally, natural gas reserves~in-
cluding nonstandard sources like methane hydrates! are estimated
to be several orders of magnitude larger than those of crude
@3#.

The only serious drawbacks of CNG as a fuel for automot
applications are the slightly reduced volumetric efficiency of
engine, the relatively low energy density of CNG tanks~approxi-
mately one half of the value of gasoline!, and the as yet missing
refuelling infrastructure. The reduced volumetric efficiency can
compensated by supercharging which, as a welcome side e
also improves the engine’s thermodynamic efficiency@1#. Regard-
ing CNG tanks with improved energy densities, various a
proaches are being discussed including novel storage mechan
which are expected to alleviate this problem in the future.

The precise control of the air/fuel ratio of CNG engines is
very important prerequisite to realizing the benefits mention
above. Such control loops will need high-quality, but low-co
actuators for the preparation of the air/CNG mixture. Seve
ideas for radically new approaches for such actuators with h
precision and fast response times have been proposed in th
erature@4#, however, they all depart from well-established man
facturing and system integration approaches used in actual
injection systems. Economically, it is much more attractive
reuse known conventional gasoline fuel injector designs and a
them to operate with gaseous fuels like CNG than to introd
entirely new technology.

The main problem encountered in adapting the gasoline
injector is the bouncing of the injector needle which is due to
very low damping of the gaseous fuel compared to liquid ga
line. This bouncing impedes a precise fuel dosage and limits
jector lifetimes. The key idea of the work described in this pa
is to use the coil current of the injector toactivelycounteract this
bouncing. For economic reasons, no additional sensors ma
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used. Therefore, the coil current will be used as aninformation
sourcebased on which the needle position can be estimated.

In order to reach the objectives mentioned, the following ste
have been taken:

1. System modelling, including models ofundesirableeffects
such as battery voltage dependency and temperature de
dency of the coil resistance, etc.

2. Realization of a test environment which permits the valid
tion of the models and of the control algorithms, a corn
stone in this step being the development of a suitable p
tion sensor which monitors the position of the inject
needle.

3. Model validation, again including the influence of theunde-
sirable parasitic effects.

4. Formulation of a meaningful optimization problem, i.
seeking that current pattern which minimizes thebouncing
energyand leads to a model-based solution of this proble

5. Experimental validation of the proposed control algorithm

2 Injector System Modelling
The mathematical model of the injector valve basically cons

of three interconnected subsystems~Fig. 1!:

a. Electric subsystem:The coil of the electromagnet forms a
electric RL circuit which is connected to the battery voltage w
a power-switching transistor. The electric subsystem is couple
the magnetic ring.

b. Magnetic subsystem:It consists of the air gap, the mag
netic core~coating!, and the armature of the magnet. Due to t
magnetic flux the forceFM arises in the air gap. The transforma
tion of the magnetic energy into mechanical energy and vice ve
occurs in the air gap whose length varies. The magnetic subsy
is coupled with the electric subsystem through the electromo
force uEMK . The electric effects of this feedback are measu
and allow either the calculation of the bouncing energy or,
necessary, the reconstruction of the needle position.

c. Mechanical subsystem:It consists of the valve needle con
nected to the plunger and the spring.

2.1 Electric and Magnetic Subsystems. In a ferromagnetic
material, the relative permeabilitym r(B) depends on the applied
field H@A/m# and in fact on the past history of the exposure of t
material to magnetic fields. Since the modelling of this pheno
enon of hysteresis, in which a ferromagnetic material rememb
the past fields, is extremely complex it remains an open rese
problem @5#. Therefore, in the present work the relationship b
tween the applied fieldH@A/m# and the internal fieldB@T# for
each material in the magnetic ring was measured and then st
in corresponding inverse look-up tables.
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Without regard to hysteresis, we receive an unambiguous, n
linear connection between the applied field strengthH@A/m# and
the flux densityB@T#. With the relative permeabilitym r(B) and
the permeability of airm0 this relationship reads as follows:

H5
B

m0•m r~B!
(1)

By neglecting the leakage fluxes and the iron losses, we obtain
structure of the model shown in Fig. 2.

The model of the electric subsystem can be written as:

ubatt5uc1uRc
5Ncoil•

dFM

dt
1Rc• i c (2)

The magnetic subsystem~magnetic ring! consists of three differ-
ent materials and of the air gap. Figure 3 shows the electrom
netic circuit of the injector with the geometrical parameters. Th
corresponding reluctance may be computed as follows:

Rm,core5Rm,core11Rm,core25
l 11 l 3

m0•m r ,core~B!•Acore
(3)

Rm,cas5Rm,cas11Rm,cas25
l 11 l 2

m0•m r ,cas~B!•Acas
(4)

Fig. 1 Cross-section of an injector „courtesy Robert BOSCH
GmbH …
48 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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Rm,plunger5
l 4

m0•m r ,plunger~B!•Aplunger
(5)

The geometry~length! of the air gap in the magnetic ring varies a
a function of the positionh of the plunger which is connected wit
the valve needle.

Rm,gap5
h

m0•Agap
(6)

From the known reluctance and magnetic fluxFM the magnetic
flooding QM as well as the current in the coil can now be com
puted:

QM5FM•(
n

Rm,n , i 5
QM

Ncoil
(7)

The calculation of the magnetic forceFM of the valve solenoid
can be carried out on the principle of virtual displacement. A
changedh in the displacement of the magnetic air gap causes
following mechanical workWmec to be performed:

dWmec5FM•dh (8)

Based on the energy density, the decrease of the magnetic en
Wmag due to the volume reduction of the magnetic air gap in
direction of the plunger shifth can be computed as follows:

Fig. 2 Model of three connected subsystems of the electro-
magnet

Fig. 3 Sectional view of the electromagnetic circuit
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dWmag5dH B2
•Aplunger•h

2•m0
J 5dH FM

2
•h

2•m0•Aplunger
J

5dWmec5FM•dh
(9)

Aplunger .. square of the air gap@m2#

Finally, the magnetic force is obtained as follows:

FM5
FM

2

2•m0•Aplunger
(10)

2.2 Mechanical Subsystem. The valve needle is influence
by the following additional forces:

a. The spring forceF f with pre-tensionF f ,0 end the spring
constantkC , f can be calculated as follows:F f5kC f•h1F f ,0

b. The gas pressurepgas causes a gas forceFgas. Due to the
complex shape of the inner part of the valve and the comp
supersonic gas flow behavior@6#, it is possible but a rather com
plex task to calculate this gas force exactly. However, it is obvi
that it is not needed to calculate the behavior of the mechan
and pneumatic phenomena more accurately, because the deb
ing control algorithm is running in closed loop and, better yet,
real time. In addition, since the gas pressure in the rail is re
lated, the pressure changes amount to less than 2% of the set
~usually set point is 8,000 HPa!. Therefore, this force was mea
sured and assumed to be constant at the operating point.

Fgas5pgas•kgas, kgas50.82@N•bar21# (11)

c. Friction and damping forces are modelled as the constankd
as shown in Eq.~12!.

d. The force of gravity of the valve needle is neglected.

The sum of all these forces accelerates the valve needle:

~mneedle1mplunger!•
d2h

dt2
5FM2kd•

dh

dt
2kC f•h2F f ,02Fgas

(12)

Another difficult problem is modelling the impact behavior of th
valve needle at the upper and lower mechanical limits. This
pact behavior is highly nonlinear and discontinuous. For a sim
but sufficiently precise model, we assume a sign reversal an
simultaneous decrease of the needle velocity at the time of
impact. With the coefficient of restitutionkres this relationship
reads as follows:

n~ t1!52sign@n~ t2!#•un~ t2!u•kres , 0,kres,1 (13)

2.3 Observer of the Valve Temperature. A simple ob-
server calculates the temperatureqcoil of the electromagnetic coi
from the coil currenti c,ss and from the battery voltageubatt,ss,
both at steady state, with the valve completely open:

qcoil5kcu•
ubatt,ss

i c,ss
, kcu . . . @K•V21# (14)

3 Experimental Setup and Model Validation

3.1 Test Bench and Position Sensor.The behavior of the
injector was first examined while the injector was removed fr
the engine. For the measurement of the valve position an op
sensor with a bandwidth of 100 kHz was developed~see Fig. 4!.

Once the injector is built into the engine, the needle position
the valve cannot be measured directly with an optical sen
Therefore, an observer-based iterative control algorithm is der
which asymptotically suppresses bouncing using measuremen
the coil current instead. Unfortunately, with a standard power a
plifier stage there is no current flow through the magnetic c
while the valve is closing and therefore the position of the injec
needle cannot be reconstructed. A special power amplifier s
has been developed, which guarantees that in every operating
of the injector a specific current flows through the electromagn
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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coil, even while the valve is closing. The position of the val
needle can be thus reconstructed from the measured current

Figure 5 shows the comparison between predicted and m
sured system behaviors after the battery voltage is switched
Such perfect results can be obtained under the condition tha
model parameters have been identified very exactly in the cho
operating point. However, in a real application this will hardly
the case and the use of an observer or another adaptation m
is necessary.

Fig. 4 Test bench with optical position sensor for the investi-
gation of the injector behavior used for parameter identification

Fig. 5 Comparison between predicted and measured system
behaviors after battery voltage is switched on. Operating point:
p gasÄ9.3 bar, u battÄ12 V, Rcoil Ä5.3 V.
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 49
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Fig. 6 Switch-on and switch-off transients with typical bounce effects without
bouncing suppression „Ch1.. Electronic Engine Control Unit-Pulse, Ch2.. i c †1
AÕdiv ‡, ChA.. Needle position †0.05 mm Õdiv ‡, Time.. †1 ms Õdiv ‡…
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For the debouncing control strategy shown in this paper,
position of the valve needle does not need to be reconstruc
The calculation of the bouncing energy from the measured
current in real time is entirely sufficient.

4 Optimal Control of Bouncing Energy

4.1 Problem Formulation. The bouncing of the injector
needle~see Fig. 6! negatively affects the behavior of the natura
gas engine, because of stochastic effects and system nonlinea
in the mass throughput of the natural gas. In addition, the bou
ing shortens the lifespan of the injection valves.

Figure 6 shows the behavior of a not debounced injector w
typical switch-on and switch-off transients. The switch-off boun
ing is twice as strong as the switch-on bouncing because the m
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netic force of the valve solenoidFM50 and the valve needle is
forced to the lower mechanical limit by the force of the spring a
the gas force only.

While the engine is running, the permanently changing envir
mental variables of the injector such as natural gas pressure in
rail, battery voltage, and operating temperature critically influen
the bouncing behavior. Any real-time debouncing closed-lo
control strategy that is to substantially reduce or even elimin
this bouncing, even if the environmental variables are chang
has to take these effects into consideration.

4.2 Solution. As shown in Fig. 7, the debouncing contro
strategy of the injector needle is implemented by well-aim
brake pulses. An optimization algorithm controls the positiontp
and the pulse widthtb of each brake pulse, with the result that th
Fig. 7 Position and width of the braking pulses as shifted by the optimization
algorithm. „Index t .,o for opening and t .,c for closing …
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 8 Switch-on and switch-off transients with proposed optimal bouncing
suppression „Ch1.. Optimal pulse pattern, Ch2.. i c †1 AÕdiv ‡, ChA.. Needle posi-
tion †0.05 mm Õdiv ‡
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bouncing energyW(tp ,tb ,k) is minimized. At the time position
tp,o , the battery voltage is switched off for a short timetb,o . At
pulse end, i.e., at the time positiontp,c , the battery voltage is
switched on for a short timetb,c . If these brake pulses are of th
optimal width and occur at the optimal time position, the injec
needle is decelerated such that it reaches the upper or lower
chanical stop with zero velocity, as shown in Fig. 8.

4.3 Definition of Bouncing Energy. The cost function for
the optimization is the bouncing energyW(k) of the injector
needle at the engine cyclek. It can be calculated either directl
from the measurement of the positionh ~if available!,

Wh~ tp ,tb ,k!5khE
0

tEP

h2~t!•dtU
~k!

(15)

or indirectly from the reconstructed positionhr based on the mea
sured coil currenti c while the injector needle is bouncing.

W~ tp ,tb ,k!5khrE
0

tEP

hr
2~t!•dtU

~k!

(16)
stems, Measurement, and Control
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The bouncing energy cost functionW(tp ,tb ,k) has multiple local
minima. Therefore it is necessary at each operating point
bracket the suitable convex interval. The independent variabletp
and tb will than be calculated as follows~see Fig. 9!:

tp5tp,b1Dtp (17)

tb5tb,b1Dtb (18)

The rough base valuestp,b and tb,b are stored in a look-up table
for different operating points. These base values lead the opt
zation algorithm into the direct convex proximity of the corr
sponding global minimum. The fine-tuning of the valuestp andtb
then is a result of the valuesDtp andDtb , which are calculated a
each new engine cycle by the optimization algorithm. This fe
forward control strategy keeps the number of iterations to a m
mum, which increases the real-time efficiency of the optimizat
algorithm.

While operating in the engine, the injector is switched on a
off with the frequency of the engine duty-cycle. In each cycle,
position of the injector valve is reconstructed from the measu
coil current. Subsequently the bouncing energy is determined
Fig. 9 Diagram of the optimization
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 51
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then the optimization algorithm calculates the new position a
width of the brake pulse. Finally, the new improved pulse patt
is generated, which decreases the bouncing energy for the fol
ing engine cycle. This real-time strategy continuously minimiz
the bouncing energy~see Fig. 11!.

5 Current-Based Control

5.1 Control Algorithm. As described in Sec. 4.2, positio
and width of the braking pulses are calculated by a 2-D optim
tion algorithm.

From any a particular starting pointy0 which is defined as the
origin of the two-dimensional coordinate system with coordina
y5@ tp ,tb#, the bouncing energy functionW(tp ,tb) can be ap-
proximated by its Taylor series:

W~y!5W~ tp ,tb!5W~y0!1
]W~ tp ,tb!

]tp
•tp1

]W~ tp ,tb!

]tb
•tb

1
1

2 H ]W2~ tp ,tb!

]tp]tb
•tptb1 . . . J (19)

W~y!'W~y0!1¹W~y! ty1
1

2
ytHy (20)

Assuming that the inverse of the Hessian matrixH exists, then
with Newton’s method each successor pointyk11 is given by:

yk115yk2H~yk!
21¹W~yk! (21)

In the present work, the variable-metricDavidon-Fletcher-Powell
(DFP) method for optimization is used@7#. The cost function
W(tp ,tb) can be locally approximated by the quadratic form
Eq. ~20!. With successive line minimizations of the quadratic co
function along conjugate directions, one pass of two line minim
zations should bring it exactly to the minimum. However, sin
the cost functionW(tp ,tb) is not exactly quadratic, this will no
be the case in general.

With the DFP methodthe search directions are of the formdj

52Cj¹W(y), in lieu of dj52H j
21¹W(y), as in Newton’s

method. TheDFP methodeliminates the need of multiple mea
surements followed by the calculation of second derivativ

Fig. 10 Test board with the FPGA chip and SÀdÀAÕD con-
verter circuits
52 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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because the inverse of the Hessian MatrixH21 is approximated
by the positive definite, symmetric matrixC, which is determined
by successive calculations without knowledge of second der
tives:

Cj 115Cj1
pjpj

t

pj
tpj

2K j (22)

where the Davidon correction matrix is

K j5
Cjqjqj

tCj

qj
tCjqj

(23)

and with the optimal solution of the 1-D optimizationl*

pj5l j* dj[yj 112yj (24)

qj5¹W~yj 11!2¹W~yj ! (25)

5.2 Iterative Optimization Algorithm.

1. Preinitialization step: Set the termination scalar«.0. Read
the initial pointx1 from the look-up table and setC5I . Let
yj5xI , let k5 j 51, and go to the next step.

2. Optimization step: If i¹W(yj )i,«, go to the reinitialization
step; else, letdj52Cj¹W(yj ) and let l j be an optimal

Fig. 11 The first six measurements of the control algorithm
during the de-bouncing process at a sampling frequency of 25
Hz „3000 rpm …. Scaling: Brake pulse „upper curve … 5 VÕdiv, In-
jector needle position „lower curve … 0.05 mm Õdiv, time 0.5 ms Õ
div
Transactions of the ASME
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solution of the 1-D optimization which minimizesW(yj
1l jdj ).
Let yj 115yj1l j* dj . If j ,2, constructCj 11 from Eq.~22!,
replacej by j 11, and repeat the optimization step.
If j 52, let y15xk115y3 , replacek by k11, let j 51, and
repeat the optimization step.

3. Reinitialization step: Set C5I , let k5 j 51, and go to the
optimization step 2.

This iterative optimization algorithm is interrupted by a fuz
decision algorithm with feed-forward control which is running
a concurrent process whenever the operating point of the inje
changes. After the interruption the optimization algorithm retu
to the preinitialization step.

For an increase of the real-time efficiency, a 1-D optimizat
algorithm can be used after the starting and warm-up periods
this case, just the position of the brake pulse is changed. Howe
the width of the brake pulse remains fixed during the optimi
tion.

6 System Test
The optimization algorithm described above has been im

mented on a Field Programmable Gate Array~FPGA! board~see
Fig. 10! using the hardware description language VHDL. Th
technology allows the truly concurrent calculation of all eight o
timization algorithms~in the case of a four-cylinder engine wit
one each switch-on and switch-off optimization algorithm per c
inder!, including the acquisition at 100 kHz of the four injecto
coil currents, four injector coil temperatures, battery voltage, a
gas pressure.

The results of a typical change in operating point are shown
Fig. 11.

The first graph in the left column shows the bouncing transi
immediately after a reinitialization effected because the opera
point of the valve~for instance the battery voltage! has rapidly
changed. The optimization algorithm resides in the proximity
the optimum in which the convex bouncing energy is minim
The graph clearly shows the position of the braking pulse. T
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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second graph in the left-hand column shows the bouncing t
sient after the first optimization step. The position of the brak
pulse was shifted to the left by about 100 microseconds, wh
reduced the bouncing. Finally, in the sixth step, the position of
braking pulse is almost optimal and the bouncing is insignifica

7 Conclusion
A nonlinear control strategy for CNG injectors is presente

The first part describes and models the electromagnetic injec
valve for compressed natural gas, as well as its bouncing beha
The second part derives a control strategy for the elimination
the undesirable bouncing effects of the injector needle.

The proposed real-time control algorithm minimizes the un
sirable bouncing of the CNG injectors. Since any position sens
of the injector needle in production-type vehicles would be t
expensive and therefore is not available, an observer-based i
tive closed-loop control algorithm has been derived which asym
totically suppresses bouncing using coil current measurement
stead of the position information.

The optimization algorithm was implemented on aField Pro-
grammable Gate Array~FPGA! board and has been successfu
tested in the CNG engine of a four-cylinder engine~A4, 1.81,
20V!.
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